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SCOM Qf TWi BESSAROH*
This paper records a research Into the magnetic properties, 
especially those of residual magnetism and ooeroive force, of steel 
alloys containing varying percentages of tungsten* The solution 
of each of the following problems was aimed at:-
1* The effect of the temperature of quenching on the 
residual magnetic properties*
£• The effect of vibration on a tungsten steel permanent 
magnet*
3* The effect of steaming a tungsten steel magnet*
4* The effect of maximum field on residual magnetism and 
coercive force*
5* The effect of varying percentages of tungsten on the 
magnetism of steel*
C Q M gasm oK s o f  s t k i i l s  m m *
The specimens used were supplied by Sir* i * G *  Armstrong* 
Whitworth & Co* Ltd., m m  were about £0 emu* long and 0*75 oms*
diameter. Tnere percentage compositions were as follows:*
T&BLA 1* AHAhfGIS OF TPBGSTK3 STBEL3 UBW
TfSGSTEH OAH30B
A* £•88 0*44 0*£4
B. 5*88 0*43 0*£8
C. 8*78 0*43 0*£8
J>* 11*88 0*43 0«£8
Wheels of the same composition wore used by Miss Moirf 
(M.B. loir, 2M1, Mag., 28, 1914, 738 - 748.) 
in certain tests made an steels quenched from 900°C«
The Gray • Boss Magnetometer* was employed for testing 
(«f»G» Gray & A.I). Boss, Proe. Hoy. 3oc. Kdin*, 29, 1909, 182)
-f-
porpasos, and Du Sols’ Demagnetising Paetoremployedf
-t-
(^Ba Sols, fhe Magnetic Circuit in fheory and Practice) 
for the calculation of the net field acting on each specimen. 
ABBOT A* *)
1 . JEiygOT Of fBMPiCBAfUBa Of ^mSCHIBG.
Specimen Al was taken through a hysteresis cyclop in each 
of the following states:-
(a) as received (R)
(ft) After quenching from 700° (*700°)
(o) « n if 750° («7S0°)
(*» ft « n 800° («800°)
(e) It n R 860° (*8SQ°)
m » i» « 900° (*900°)
The maximum field experienced in each cycle was sheet 150 o.g.s 
malts. the residual magnetism (Ir) and the coercive force (Hc) 
corresponding to this field are shown in fable £:-
tabus £» of yja^ rtiixuRis off "loOHi&g zmm k  gqaoaTaa 3T:m*
Condition *r _ £■** * nJl*
B 573 12*0 6900 • 0£1
•<e?00° 675 £G«£ 13600 •030
*750° 670 35 *4 23700 •053
•jBfO0 665 38*9 £5900 •058
*850° 672 37*0 £4900 •055
*900° 674 36*4 £4500 •054
Before each cycle was taiceu, the specimen was thoroughly 
magnet!sea said demagnetised, In order to remove any sensitive
in­
state following cm the thermal treatment*
*
(J.G* Gray and A*!* H o b s * On a Sensitive state induced in 
Magnetic Materials by Thermal Treatment* Hroc* Hoy* Hoc* Kdin*
28, 1908, 239 - 61d)
The residual magnetism (Ir ) given her© represents the 
magnetism remaining in the specimen when the net field, in­
cluding the field of the specimen itself, had been reduced to 
2ero*
How a permanent magnet not only must he strongly magnetised 
(i*e* possess a large value for the residual magnetism Ir), but 
also must resist strongly any attempt to remove its magnetism 
(i.e., must give a large value for the coercive force Hc)*
A good criterion, therefore, for a permanent magnet is that the
produce Ir x should he large* It has been suggested by
Ashworth that for a particular steel, a good measure 
*•
(J*H« Ashworth, Mature” 94, 1915, 506)
of the ”permanence” of the magnetism should he the ratio of 
eoeroiv© force to residual magnetic intensity," that is, the
-f
ratio H0/lr* Thompson later pointed out that this criterion oust
i
(3«P* Thompson, l?roc* *?hys* Soe* £7, 1915, 179 - 165) 
not he used for the comparison of the residual magnetic properties 
different steels, and that the safest criterion was a large 
value of the product Irx H0 called the "re&anenee”* la this 
paper the values of both permanence and remanenoe will he 
tabulated, and it will he seem that for a particular tungsten 
steel either criterion may he used, though permanence is probably 
the safer*
The following graphs give the variation of Ir, H0, x H0, 
and H0/lr with the temperature of quenching;-
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it will be seen that the residual magnetism (Iy ) dees net vary 
much far the reage of temperatures taken; If this were takes as 
the sol# criterion* the quench!ag temperature of 800° would 
probably be avoided owing to the small minimum there In the 1^ - 
curve* the coercive fore© (Hq)t however* rises rapidly for 
quenching temperatures up to 800°t after which it falls gradually* 
so that the reuanence (Xr x UQl and the permanence d£> have also 
maxima in the neighbourhood of 800° # end this may be tatea as 
approximately the best temperature for quenching this particular 
8teel{ 2 *86 £ f ungsteo) • fhese results form a striking example
of the importance of consideration of the variation of He with 
quenching temperature*
ii* B t i o f  tiMmTim m  a m i m m m T  UA<mm*
Spec I men A E was quenched at the optimum temperature of 
800°# and after being tested and magnetised* by a field of about 
£08 cgs* m i  is* was put through a series of vibration tests* 
fhe vibrations were initially small; the specimen was dropped 
vertically m  one end through a height of one foot on to a stone 
floor* and was caught on the rebound* In this way the specimen 
underwent a definite treatment that could be repeated exactly*
She apparent residual magnetism il^) in the specimen was measured 
after each vibration* She apparent residual magnetism (1JJ is 
that in the specimen when no external magnetic field is acting*
fh© internal field due to the residual magnetism la the steel Is 
still, however, unbalanced* fhis field is negatire cspared sith 
the Signet ism, and has a value # far these specimens, of shout £0 
IIP* units* the residual magnetics (1;) eorrespending to a zero 
field sot lag on the specimen Is obtained from the plotted hysteresis 
cycle (See p* 4 shore}* 1^ has a larger value than Iy, sitoe 
corresponds to a negative field of shout £0 cga. units* In the 
shook tests, XJ alone can he studied* fhe results are put in 
tabular fora in fable 3, and are also graphed in figure £t~
fabm a* jumsot qw viBRkiion m  %*m& T m m r m  sfBsi* ■
nms&m or m&a* X*r DECHEA3B B  K, 
for 5 fall*.
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It will be seen that each small shook removes a portion of the 
magnetism of the steel( the amount removed by each successive 
treatment becoming gradually 1 ess* The steel is losing its
temporary residual magnetism, and is tending to reach a truly 
permanent magnetic state* It is well known that magnets in* 
tended to be used as permanent magnets in the binnacles of ships 
compasses, or as control magnets in recording instruments, must 
before being put into use, undergo some process of maturing in 
order to remove this temporary residual magnetism* fhe small 
shocks considered in the previous paragraph were of the same 
order as the shocks the magnet might undergo when in use as a 
binnacle magnet or as a control f&agaet* A fairly thorough 
aeries of shocks was now given to the specimen and the value 
of Iy was found on test to have been reduced from 448 units to 
404 units* This treatment when repeated reduced this only 
slightly, to 888, so that a steady state of permanent residual 
magnetism had practically been reached* Thus the permanent
In order to make certain that the specimen had act h e w  
distorted in any way by the shocks, a hysteresis cycle was now 
taken* for the same fsaximum field it gave X*> as 491, exactly 
the esse value as before* thus the loss of magnetism due to the 
shocks was not due in any way to distortion of the specimen, nor 
change in the magnetic properties of the steel* the specimen 
with a value of 491* for 1^, was left magnetised, and after 15 days 
the value had dropped to 443* fhe effect of vibration is therefore
^ Wafev*
WAtev* Jacket*
Wafev1 jACkeh
VTindinfS of Ha^ weKsin^  Coil
a mmmmv mmm,
were now made bo that the specimen could he 
maintained for may definite period at a temperature of 100*0 , 
while remaining in its position in the magnetometer* f he sect Ion­
ia figure 3 shows the arrangement* I'he specimen was 
within a braes steam jacket; this was contained within 
coil fursished with an internal tab© thro* which 
water could be passed in order to keep the coil cool* the speoimei 
thaa remained In the same position throughout all the teats*
fhe specimen, after haring been quenched from the optima* 
temper a tore of SOO°C , was placed in the magnetising coll, throughly 
magnetised end demagnetised in order to remove any sensitive state 
and a hysteresis cycle taken* fhe specimen was steamed for an 
hour, allowed to cool, demagnetised, and a second cycle taken* 
fhe process was continued for a total of ten ef par ate hours
Complete hysteresis cycles were taken in mil oases, 
field being as nearly the same as possible, 200 mgs* • 
units* fh© effect of steaming on the residual magnetism and 
coercive force is shown in the table, and by the graphs:-
1 £
Burnt«*r c| hours* * etgas 8 9 10
*r
*«
Ir x H9 
* • 1  *r
686*
» * 3
£4200
*061
fid
36*0
£5000
*080
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3£*1
££100
♦04?
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££*?
£2100
*048
680
3£*9
££400
*048
6?6
33*8
££§00
*050
686
3»*H
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*048
6?6
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£2400
*049
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*049
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It will be seen that the initial effect of steaming is to increase 
slightly both the residual magnetism and the coercive force; but the 
second hour’s steaming reduces both helov their initial rallies to 
what are practically steady values* There is an initial increase in 
Ir a !0, followed lay a decrease* while \ / l T decreases slightly during 
the first two hours* Thus the effect of prolonged steaming is to 
reduce Ir* hy about l ^ § m d  to decrease Bc by about the permanence 
Irx Hc has been decreased by about and the remanenee H^/lyby about
H I* 1« EFFECT Qg VIBRATIONS (B THE 3THAMBE HAQNSE*
The vibration tests were as before; the results for m n n  
vibrations are given in table 4*
13
TAB1B-4» M  Off SMALL VIBRATIONS OB STglAMED '£*88$ TaigSTSS SffilUL#
lumber of falls I*r
iiecroase in I*, 
for 5 falls#
0 477
5 465 zz
10 454 1
16 453 1
£0 454 — 1
£5 453 1
30 453 0
ffce apparent residual magnetism before the steaming was 491; 
steaming reduced the value of this for the same maxi mum field to 
477* fhe first fow knocks reduced it farther to 465, after which 
small vibrations had little or no effect* fhus for ordinary small 
vibrations on a permanent magnet made of this steel, steaming, 
followed by a slight bibr&tion, after magnetisation, is a distinct 
success, the specimen reaching amueh more permanent magnetic con­
dition than before the steaming# A comparison of the of foots of
flgmii vibrations before and after steaming is given in the figure 
FIGURE 5* SSmOt OF SSttlL VIBHAflOiS OB 82EHM£1 ASD UK 3f KAJBJ) 8*88#
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fhe effect of steamlng in creating a permanent condition in the stool 
is very noticeable*
The effect of large vibrations is quite the opposite* For the 
steamed specimen, the first treatment reduced the value of from 
453 to 30?, a change of 56 units, and the second treatment reduced 
it to 37?, a change of 10 units, the corresponding changes in the 
unsteamed specimen being 44 and 5* i’he graph shows the comparison 
FIGUHB 5* EffFKOff OF' IA303 TIBKATIQfgS OK
Tl'eatWienl'
Apparently, therefore, steaming m&fces this steel more of a truly 
permanent magnet for small vibrations, bat reduces the permanent 
nature of the magnet for vfcolent vibrations.
iy »  B g f is f  o f  h a s i i h  f i i o a  m msmma* wmmim  & ooB B cifK  fc ao a u
4 third specimen of this material was quenched at 800°, 
magnetised and demagnetised to remove any m u m  itive at ate doe to the 
thermal treatment, end then put thro* a eerie® of hysteresis eye lee 
to determine the effect of the maximum field m  Iy and E0» the 
specimen remained in the magnetometer during all the cycles, and was 
demagnetised after each* The Tallies obtained were as follows:-
2AB£S h«:jtmes of EiXiMiSi no m mxmisit msimim m e*88#
: mm Bfmu
Maximus Htli Intensity of 
Magnetisation
Besidaal Magnetism Coercive Force
H 1 V H * e
19*3 130 31 3*3
38*9 339 183 10*9
53*0 383 310 83*1
39*3 939 333 30*8
89*8 923 540 32*3
133*3 1093 399 35*6
133*1 1133 610 33*3
339*1 > * 330 38*0
a&XXBOM fV&D  QH ZiUm&MT  M AG BiE flSM O TFiaaa** ?♦ Biamst of
fhere is little general difference in the corves* Beth and 
increase rapidly for values of the maximum field between £0 and 
70* and then proceed slowly to limiting values* Baring this rapid 
increase* a great proportion of the increase in Xr remains in the 
specimen as residual magnetism. This is better seen from fable 6* 
in which the values of the quantities HQt Ir# X have been tabulated 
for equal steps of £5 c.g.s. units of
4. V 
%
li <& 
1 % Xg
JL «4£»
Gl axr
dly
I T
■xjb /a.xfir-mi
4ILSJ r c
0 0 0 0 164 6*0 m *87 0 400
m 184 6«0 68 £43 15*6 216 *69 400 5700
50 427 £1*6 284 283 9*3 200 *73 6100 9100
75 710 30*9 492 230 2*3 72 •31 35200 3500
100 940 33*2 564 07 1*8 30 *3 18700 £130
325 1027 35*0 594 44 1*2 15 *3 2O80O. 1£0O
150 1071 36*2 609 41 0*5 10 *2 220O0 300
175 1112 36*7 619 32 0*6 7 *2 2270D 500
200- 1144 37*2 626 30 0*4 7 *2 23300 500
££5
250
1174
1196
37*6
38*0
633
640
22 0*4 7 *3 229300
24800
500
A b 2^ rises fro® 0 to 25, ffip of tfc© intensity c f  magnetism 
induced remains, when the field la witfadratsn^aa residual m & m & t- 
ism; for tho change of fr>® 25 to §0, 89^ remains; in the 
next interval 73j» remains, the percent a e falling qaiokly to 30^* 
then cheat £9$, which regains the approximate steady Vila© for 
changes in ii above the value 100 units for the rate . of
•charge of X„ with E_ reaches a maximum about the value 50 unit a
.ffl, the rate of change of with reaches a iaaximom &wm~
It we consider changes in the product I x H « wer c
Of Ej
what earlier*
find a maximum between .« 50 and s* 75 when Ir x IIQ is increas­
ing hr about 350 units per uhit change in fhe increase in
%t x Bq decreases rapidly hey end this maximum until E^roaches a
▼alma of about 150 units, after which I x H increases slowly
J7 v
and steadily by about £0 salts per salt change of fhere
would seem to be little uset therefore9 in increasing the maximum 
field beyond about 150 e.g.s.units*
u  m m ? z  qw fE m m k f m E  of uwrnoumQ.
fhe first specimen of tMs* the second alloy, was tested, m  
in the ease of the previous alloy, for the heat quenching temper­
ature* fhe results are shown in table 7, and grashed in figure 8* 
f&B£B 7 * EFFlCf Of gngBRA?aB& OF qQliOHIiO  5 » 8 5 i figSSSCTE 8fK3Xi«
Condition *r Sc
x H r c
B §53 14*0 0100 *021
*700 702 15*5 8500 *010
*750 720 12*8 0200 *018
Q800 708 17*7 12500 •025
*850 866 30*2 26100 •050
*000 §54 42*2 27600 *065
*050 656 41«3 27100 •063
*3000 §50 40*0 25400 •061
Bxaainatlen of these results shows the necessity for consideration
of S as well as 1 * If the latter aims were considered, the best 
e r
temperature of quenching would be 750°; bat the value of coercive
force for this case is low* fhe maxims® value for the coercive force
is obtained with a quenching temperature of 000°, and the (maxima®
value of the permanence at the same temperature* fhe sudden drop in
t and the largo increase in B between the quonchings fro® 800° and 
* r
@50° point to a transformat ion taking place in the steel between.
OF ?0SS 3HIK G 5»8S^ gUBttSI'SB gkiEL.giGtraa s .  aggsci' og
2&000
26000
24000
22000
1&0OO
16000
J4000
12000
these temperatures* It was deeidot to use a cjoenehiag temperature 
of at least 900°.
- zz -
11# JOTBCg OF VXBHATICE *
A second spedm n  was Quenched from 900°# put Into a cyclic 
condition in the usual way by thorough magnetisation and demagneti­
sation* and tested* The value of Irwas 698* of HQ 4£*fc# the residua^ 
magnetism being somewhat higher than that of the first specimen of
this alloy under the same condition) when Xr was 654* :iQ The
specimen was now subjected to a series of shocks* as for the first
alloy* The figures obtained were
TABLE 8, ISfgaflE OF SMALL VIBRATION3 CP RESIDUAL MAGNETISM OF 5*85/S
T0B03TSB STEEL*
Lumber of falls
mmmammmmm
I»r
fiocrease E  TL 
for 5 falls*
0 5B4 mm \
5 509 15
10 508 1
15 507 1
BO 506 1
£5 504 £
30 504 0
these figures are graphed below
tlQim 9. EPJTEQf Oh" SMALL f IBB At I OSS OS BE3IJDUAL MAG8BTI34 OS1 5*85*
' WBQififeiB ggsat* . ........ .......... ....
550
Nmnbef of j'alls
As Is the ease of the 2$ tungsten alloy, and in faot if all 
magnetic specimens tested, shock removes a portion of the residual 
magnetism. In this, the 0j£ tungsten alloy, the first five falls 
remove the greatest part of this temporary residual magnetism, 
subsequent shocks having small effect* The behaviour of the two 
alloys, 3$ and 6$ tungsten, under vibration tests, is thus not quit* 
alike; for in the case of the 3$ alloy, shocks after the first five 
have a quite appreciable effect* This point is easily seen by
Z+Y\d
comparison of the two curves in figures^*
A thorough vibration reduced for the 6$ alloy from 504 
to 430, and the treatment repeated reduced this latter figure 
only slightly, to 433*
These results, therefore, show that the alloy is more 
easily brought into a stable condition for slight shocks than Is ths 
3$ alloy*
111* gfgffST m  STBAMI5G 5*83g TflSSSTgg STB&L*
The effect of steaming this alloy is shown by the following 
table and graphs
TABU 9* mWMQT OF STBAUgg 5*85l> TIB 8 STM STEEX*
Humber of hours* steaming*
0 X 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
V
I* x3Sin
000
40*5
27000
•059
095
39*0
efooo
♦057
687
39*4
27100
*057
090
38*7
20700
•056
800
39*1
27000
•057
690
33*6
26900
•055
691
38*6
26700
•056
686
38*0
26100
*055
696
37*4
26000
•054
696
38*3
26700
*055
690
38*7
26700
•056
-  £4 -
g iso a a  10.  is jreog o*' a ra& am s a « a 5 i  acBossHM ars ig ..
qoov
fe50
40°'
He
35
-0- J2>-
.0.
gr
'0 -
_0.
2*5000.
2*>oOo
©
-0- J0 0)
0
Hc/lr
*05
-©---©_
I 2
-0-
Nuynbe* of hours'
3 4 S *> *} /O
These are Indications of a alight ^rop in the coercive force, and 
therefore in the permanence and rema&ence of the ©tocl, after onoJ^° 
hour* s’ steaming; further steaming has no appreciable effect on
I and H • r c
mj>A«JSgldOg Q1 VIB24TI5G Sg&UBD 5*55# TUtJQST^H 3TSi&«
As before, the steamed magnet was dropped on one end from a 
height of on© foot, and the apparent residual magnetism measured
for ever* fifth fall. The readings obtained were as follows:-
TABLS... 10.. 2SFff&0fi? Off 7133 AT IB G 5TSAM2SD 5*65> TIMG3TM ST^aL.
Kumbor of falls. I*r Decrease in 11. for 5 falls.
0 527 mm mm
5 514 13
10 513 1
15 514 -1
£0 514 0
IS
512
513
£
-1
-  £6 -
The apparent residual magnetism is thus unchanged after the first
few falls; these results are compared graphically in figure 11, with
those obtained from the specimen in the unsteamed state:-
FISPHI3 11. aggECg OH1 YIBRASXCtti CB 5*85/4 TUKGST^H -^Igt P^ilAS :>KT
M&SBE®.
After sreAmi»»^
mi n
cqq Number of falls
0 5 10 15 20 16'
Hie same
It will be seen 'that while the residual magnetism is greater
as
in the ansteamed specimen tfeom in the specimen after steaming, for 
the same maximum field, nevertheless the magnetism of the steamed 
material is slightly less liable to change by alight shocks than the 
un steamed material* This difference is less marked in this, the 
6$ W alloy, than in the 3$ alloy*
Large vibrations reduced IJ, from 513 to 438, and the treatment 
repeated reduced this slightly further to 430 steaming having appareat-4 
ly but little if any, effect in preparing the magnetic properties ok 
the material against heavy shocks*
ALLOY 0 .  f 8 « 7 2 i  g « S 3 f i3 » )
x .  a w s g g  Off gm gsHAaaag oy uo bs3b ib s .
She values of land H for apeolsen 01. for a aerie9 of
r «
quenching temperatures are shown in table H  - - :~ 
tkBIB 11. . gggggg Of QUBB0HIB5 8*7&j£ T13K03gi58 - gggfl&»
Condition i*r 8© L  x E  * © V 1*
B 778 19*3 18000 0*025
’4700 881. 18*3 15800 0*028
*4 750 338 18*7 15600 0*022
W 800 798 19*0 15200 0*024
H 870 888 38*8 £3400 0*055
900 §18 44*3 £7800 0*071
H 980 §30 44*0 £7700 0*070
w 1000 §11 48*1 £5700 0*070
The initial heating to 700°, has a softening effect on the epeei«ea# 
shown fey an increase in and decrease in E&9 and therefor© a 
decrease in V v  This softening is not shown by 1T x Uq i and 
this suggests that for a particular sueolraeti. the ratio S^/lr is the 
hotter criterion of the permanent magnetic properties of a steel.
The magnetic properties are only slightly affected by quenching from 
7§Q° and from 800°* hat tbs quenching from 870° brings shout a marked 
hardening, which Is increased by subsequent quenching from 900°.
femenohing from 980° causes little change* quenching from XQOG0 de­
creases I and S • fbe best temperature of quo coking is thus 
^ 0
between 9O0° sat 950° * a decided transformation taking place la 
the neighbourhoot of 850° «
11. KffBOf Off VXBBAfXSS 8*72$ ffMOafM BfSEl*
A seoont specimen sag quenched from 950°, magnetised sat de­
magnetised * sat finally tested, it gave values of 881 for I ,r
41*8 for Eg* the corresponding values for the first specimen of 
the same alloy being 880 ant 44*0. Vibration tests were carried 
out as before* the following being the results;* 
table ib. m m m  of nmiATma b *7%& t m s m m  s t e m .
Somber of falls. i*r Beeresse in I* 
for 5 falls*
0 80S *
§ 487 15
18 488 1
18 488 1
m 488 8
m 465 8
80 485 0
E8 -
those results are graphed belows-
f i m m  i £ *  m m o T  o f  v i iH A f iB S  a * 7 £ i  s u b g s tb b  .m s u
510
4 $<j Nuwnber of f a l l s -
O 5 IO 15 IQ 25 30
the first few knocks bring the specimen into a fairly constant 
state, farther knocks of the same intensity having no effect* 
fhfcs if such an alloy is to be used as a permanent magnet, a few 
knocks of a moderate intensity are sufficient to bring its magnetism 
into a constant condition* larger knocks, however remove more of the 
magnetism* k thorough vibration reduced for this specimen from 
485 to 44£, and this value fell to 433 when the treatment had boon 
repeated*
in. KPtmcSf Of SJKAMIflS B*1&£ TtBSSgSB 3TBB1.
the same specimen was now steamed in one hoar intervals* and 
tested after each hour, at room tempera tore; the table and graphs
show the results
lABLa 13* OF STEmiMG 8*7£# TWQ3SB38 STEEL*
;;,S Bomber of hours* steaming*
e l £ 3 4 3 6 7 S 9 10
Br 
1 x°H
azfrr*
581
41*5
24100
•on
598
37*1
££100
*06£
510
40*6
S a  *:
*667
607
41*0
£4900
•068
568
39*8
£3400
*068
595 
40*0 
£38 :)0
*067
594
39*5
23500
*066
596
39*6
23600
*066
591
39*3
£3200
•066
594
39*1
£3200
•066
590
39*2
23100
*066
gisuaa 13. ggreog of ai’K.aiMS 'J as asms sa'aaL.
600 ’ 
550
45
H
40
35"
~sr -G <3-
-0-
-0 G
■0 0
ZbOOO
Z4ooa$
zzooo
•05
H*/X,
0-
Number of hours' sttAvnina .
2 3 4 5 6 1
-Q
10
The initial stealing seems to soften the material slightly, hut after 
about four hours' steaming the material is In a fairly stable state; 
and further steaming has no appreciable effect on the residual magnetism 
and coerei*© force*
i n  a. ggggjf Qg VIBHASIBG 8«?2i TiaOSglg SgiSiiJ..
Vibration tests were now carried out cm-the steamed specimen, 
and the following results were obtained:-
14» £gggOf Off VIBBAfUS 3B&4MBD 8*72# TIB 03238
lumber of falls x; Decrease la I 1 for 8 falls.*
0 502 4»
5 492 10
10 489 3
15 489 0
£0 489 0
25 489 0
50 489 0
i .
These figures are plotted in the graph fee low, and the graph tor the 
specimen in the acsteanaed condition has been added for comparison
mr.UMl 1 4 . jlggagf Qg ?X3fiATXliS 8 *7£ ;i ggjSSfSS SgaSL.
T\
\\\
i \ V AfferSj’e&tnln^---0----c3----0-----Q-----Q
<3 Q ©“ O 0Before st'oamivt^ ~
O S 10 IS 20 25" 30
N um ber o / f«M|s .
fhe effect of steaming is negligible, there bo lug only m small 
increase is stability, if any, due to the steaming* More violent 
vibrations reduced ttoy, 439 to 426, a ad finally to 422, the 
roaueation for the u»steamed specimen being from 485 to 448 sad 
433* fhe specimen after steaming is thus*, for heavy vibrations, 
lees stable than before*
ALLOY S  T W G S T m  )
i ,  i m w  oy Tmmmmmz o f  gOHiaEiMG n »65 ;&  g o a o a ra i s te e l*
4 specimen of this alloy was tested as received; quenched 
from 70#  and tested, quenched from 750° and tested, and so on, 
and the values Of Iy and read off from the graphs of the hysteresis 
cycle* the results obtained are given in table 15 :~
Condition r ft0
I rE 
r o VX r
2 750 18-3 13700 *084
*70# 805 17*9 14400 *022
$750 810 17-8 14500 *082
$80© 735 17*4 12800 *024
$050 588 88*7 18000 *043
$900 638 42*8 26900 *067
$95© 638 44*1 27900 *070
$980 594 44*2 26800 *074
results are g r a c e d  in figure 1 5 j-
m *•
BWSOT OF I'Sgg.aRjU.'UHS 0? ":ti£BOHItiG 11«65&
zsooo
1,-Hc
26000
iPXSDRa 15» EFFEQ T£W& KVUm OF QOE C ftO S  £]£$&&& g g j j l *
45
40
30
25
2 8000 
I,* He 
26O0O
24000 
22000 
20000 
18000 
rsooo 
14000 
12000
It will lie seen that between the temperatures of 750° and 950° a
&eeided transformation tabes place is the steel* nmmhing from
800° shows a reduction in the value of 1¥ compared with the value
when the specimen Is quenched from 750°, but there is no decided
increase in H. until the temperature of quenching is raised to 880°* 
G
■rt ft
Uu©aching from 900 and 950 increases Hcfurther; quenching beyond 
950® baa no effect on H0* but Ir is reduced* the temperature of 
950° may therefore be tafccm as the best temperature for quenching 
this particular steel*
1 1 * iiiK C T  QF V iB M f l / i  ffi H » o 5 i f  WQSTm &ffih *
A Second specimen of this alloy (11*48$ Tungsten) was quenched 
from 950°# put into a cyclic state by repeated magnetisation and 
demagnetisation* and tested* It gave values of £33 for Iy and 44*6 
for H0, the corresponding values for the first specimen being 43S 
and 44*1* Vibration tests were carried out as before* and gave 
the fallowing results:**
TABU Id *  SFFSOT Of VUHATIffO 11*43$ g « 8 S » B
Somber of falls
£
I*V jDeorease in 1* for 4 falls*
0 494
8 484 8
10 484 £
IS 484 0
so 479 8
£5 478 1
30 4** 1
flie*# figure* are plotted e* the graph beiows-
| 4-70 .. .
4&0 ; Kumber of f*TU .
O 5 IO 15 20 2.5 30
fhevalaes of I* ia these test# fell gradually with eueoeedisg r
falls* 4 thorough vitorstiom reduced farter fra* 4f§ te 4£?f / 
this tre&taemt seemed to have tor ought to a aearlp ooastaat w|iu*#.
as after further similar trsataeat the value was 4%&*
fhis spool&em was mow put through a complete hysteresis 
cycle; Ir was read off as 63?* as 43*8* the rallies obtained 
ia the oyele tahsm before the vibration testa were 633 and 44*#*
Xy is thus ueohsmged; ©eeai* to have dropped slightly*
fa«M* q? a m g a a
Steaming tests were carried oat as before* the results are 
gives im table 1?# msm plotted la figure X?t<*
■ 35 —
TstBLK l?. HEzSl 91 s^HAMiga n»65i gqns3!tKB ataat.
Humber of hours’ ate am lag*
0 1 £ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
** 642 854 645
644 646 643 645 657 656 654 655
=0 43*7 43*0 42*8 41*0 41*4 41*7 41*0 41*3 41*0 42*0 41*4
28100 28100 £7600 £64=00 £6700 £?£Q0 £6400 £7100 £6900 £7500 27100
V 1* *066 •066 *066 *064 *064 *064 *064 •063 *063 •064 *063
JPlSgaU 17* KFFIHgf QF STKAMIBO 11*65^ TCHOSglOg STlSSLi
100 
Ir 
(>50 . 
&
600
0 o J0-
_© 0 0 0
45-
HJ
40
- 0 --------- © ---------O '
30000 
I,*Hc 
20000
26000
H./I,
•06
•05
— G
0 1
 --©-- ©---©--G---0---q--O-- o
Mutnber o| k o u f J  S f e a m i n g .  
Z 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 I O
- u -
fit* • f«v Iloars* «Ua»iogt Ir tends to losreaso alight 1/ to • steadj 
Talne, and H0 to deoreaae to a steady Talas, the changes ha log, 
howerer, ooaparatirely saall.
1111, gyysOT Of VIBH^ lQB US aKCHAMSD ll*85i  gUSQ3f?4S ST&^ L*
The Titration teats were repeated on the steoaed spoeiaen, 
whihh had already haen subjected to Titration tests before steaaing* 
ffce rarlation in 1^ la shown in t »ble 18, and is eoapered with that 
of the aasteaaed spe-ciaon in figure 18;-
EAB1S 18# Kggi:ci? Of VXBRATIOB OS 3931MKD 11*85* 9CB89KKS ST&BIi*
Bust or of falls Decrease in I* 
for 9 falls*
0 489 •
8 4?8 1£
10 499 1
15 498 1
£0 499 1
£5 494 1
90 498 -1
mres !»♦ janwot o* tib^ iob j  u «m * »auaa» stkm..
500
490,
480
30
Number of f * l l» .
-  3 7  -
As 1a previous o a m t the first few knocks remove a Measurable aaoeat 
Of 2^ | thereafter there la little ohaage* The steamed specimen is 
•era stable for these small knocks, than the unsteatted specimen, 
bat the difference is small* A thorough vibration reduced the value 
of from 475 to 426; the treatment repeated reduced it to 420*
The total change due to heavy knocks is i>5, compared with 51 in the 
anatearned specimen* The difference is within the limits of exper­
imental error*
Complete cycles taken before and after these vibration tests 
gatra If and H# 6S% and 44*6 kefore the teats and 653 and 4£e0 after
there is A. Sli'gbl" bermMtenl’ So^tnin^ of the material.
the tests, so that any gtmanwii effect- »e=snsabi*
▼* VAaiATlQg OF MAGK?^IC 2R0i'£R2IK3 WITH PKS055TAG2 OF TVBG3TEB *
In > .__gaB K E A g tt&  OF nymciUM.
Consideration of the values obtained far the residual 
magnetism mad coercive force after different temperatures of quench- 
lfl| shows that in the oaea of the 3j( alloy, a transformation sat in 
between TOO0 and 750° and was completed by 800° # ia the eases
of the 6,t and 12^ alloys, the transfarmation began between 750° and 
500° and was not completed antil a temperature of at least #00° had 
boom reached* Kuenchlng ffj* lever temperatures than 700°, in the 
ease of the >j( steel, and than 750° in the ease of the other steels, 
softened the material; this was indicated by an increase of residual 
magnetism and a doorcase in coercive force* It is worthy of note, 
also, that when the transformation hat- begun, the change Is generally
- 38 -
indicated first of all by a decrease la residual magnetism, the oo- 
eraIts foros beginning to iuoreaee at a later temperature of qaaMkp 
lag* far exeample, in the ease of allep D, containing 11*45,4 of 
tungsten, after the quenohlag fro* 780° Iy la 810 and Hg is 17*9, 
glTing a Talas for the prod act of 14600* When the quenching tempo r- 
atare la increased to 800°, iy drops to 735, while H0 la 17*4 , i.e*, 
the decrease in Zr has set Is, the increase in has not* The 
Talae for the permanence is 12800, the Invest for this particular 
steel*- When the specimen is quenched fro* 860°# drops to 642|
while Hq increases to 28*7 $he change in Ir has thus bogun between 
730° a&a 800°, while the change in the ooeroiTS foros befcina about 
60° higher.
( »  H33IEPA1. maqb t^ ism abi ooh8Qits yoaoa.
Xa table 19 hasabesn tabulated the Taluss of the residual 
magnetism and oserelre force for the four steels, quenched from the 
hast temperature in oaeh eases*
f iB L *  1 9 * s ffE C T  o f tg & o js n a &  o f  cm ae
*8 Ir Hs
I X H 
r o
H /I 
o r
£•88 648 38-9 269 OC •068
6*86 484 48*8 87400 •846
8*72 488 44*3 87800 •071
11*88 638 44.1 27900 •070
• n
ften figures show a decided UproTMtnt is the permanent ug u t i i  
properties for the change from 3 to tungsten, Oat beyond 4jt say eh^ 
change le negligible* The similarity of the magnetio properties 
of stooXs con tailing from 6 to 12> tungsten is reoarfcable*
(c )  a rrscT  o r 3TK-Ju:*g*
Bach steel fas subjected to small and large vibrations before 
and after ten hours* steaming* The changes, for small vibrations, 
in the apparent residual magnetism are shown by the figures in 
table £0*
ta b u :  so# iir ra c ?  of s k i l l  viB HA Xiaas os- appa3&3T & u 3 Id u a l M iG s m a ii^
Percentage Before steaming After steaming*
of Tungsten
Before vibes* after vibms* before vibns. after vitmsr
*•06 4*1 448 4TT 433 ^ £
g*83 3*4 304 3*T #13
8*?* 30* 483 80* ' 483
11*43 434 4T6 488 4T3
the ebanges in oaused by the vlbratiens before steaming ere 43, SO,
If, 10, and after steaming 24,1#, 13,14* the final effeot of the 
steaming is therefore imappreoiable in the 6,9,12^ steels; in the 
oaae of the 9jl steel, steaming mates it slightly less sensitive ts 
vibrations* for largo vibrations, steaming is certainly set am 
advantage* Table SI shoes the changes in the apparent residual 
magnetism, caused by heavy vibrations:-
t4BI£ £1. M l f M t  Of UgOS TOMUIIOBB OB APPARJfllt BgSlDgAl <l«gBIMU
fere ea tags 
of Tungsten
Before steaming after steaming
Before Tibme* after Tibns* Before Tibns* after Tibns
£•88 448 399 m 377
5*85 504 433 513 430
8*T£ 485 433 489 4££
11*65 476 4£5 475 430
the changes In IJ are thus 49, 71, 5£, 51 before ateasing, and 74, 
83, 67, 55 after steaming* fbe^e results shoe that steaming bee 
a deteriorating effeot on the magnetic properties of the first 
three stele, In that It makes them more sueoeptitle to lose of 
magnetism by heary shoo Its*
smm*
(a) The residual magnetism end ooereles foroe of lov oarbea 
steels containing approximately 3,6,j,l£ jL of tungsten hST* been 
studied*
(b) vtnenehlng the 6,9,1£^ tungsten steels from Tar ions temper- 
stores shoes e manetio transformation beginning at about 750° aaA 
finishing at 900°; in the ossa of the 3> steel, the transformation 
oooars about 50° loser*
fa) the reaidual magnetism and ooereire force of the 6,9,18)1 
tsagsten steels are approximately the same; the residual magnetism 
for the 3% steel is slightly higher, the eocrcire force considerably
- 41 -
l m f *
(4) Stml&g the 3j& alloy far 10 boari nakee It lesa sat* 
oeptifcle to wall Titration*; the effect on the other alloys i* 
negligible* for largo Titrations, etoaaing ha* a alight deleterious 
effeot os the 3,6,9jL alloys; the effoet on the IZjL alloy 1* «n- 
appreciable#
Co) In the 3 jo alloy, eh out 9 OjL of the increase of intensity 
of aagaetisation when the field is in ore a sod fro* £3 to 50 o*g.e* 
unite, reaain8 aa residual aagnetiw; the inoreaeo in re el dual 
aaguetiaa for amzinua fields beyond 130 e«g*s* unite ia rery wall*
THE MAGNETIC EFFECTS 
of
iUHGMESE Hi COPPER ALLOYS.
ROBERT Q« GRAY M*A«» B*Sc». Lecturer in Mathematios 
and Physics in the University of Western Australia*
BE
THB MAGNETIC EFFMCTS OP MAKGAKESB IK  COPPER ALLOYS, by ROB.L&T C
GRAY M.A., B.Sc., lecturer in Mathematios and Physios in the 
University of Western Australia.
The susceptibility of manganese is known to be very small, yet 
manganese salts generally show stronger magnetic properties than the 
corresponding iron salts. In his list of elements in descending 
order of atomic magnetic susceptibility (1a  the mean susceptibility 
of a space containing one gram atom of the substance per litre),
¥ r
Meyer put manganese before iron, his list being as
(S. Meyer, Ann.d. Phys., 69, 1889, £39)
follows:- Ho, Er, Gd, Mn, Fe, Sa, Co, Yt, Ed, Si, Pr.
We have further the well known fact that the addition of 13$ 
manganese to a carbon steel will make it almost oompletely non­
magnetic, just as the addition of 27$ nickel will make steel non­
magnetic. Manganese, therefore, although possessing itself very
il
weak magnetic properties, has an extraordinai^ large influence on 
the magnetism of iron. Also, Heusler
(P. Heusler, Uber die synthese ferromagnetisoher Manganlegierungen, 
Marburg$ 1904.)
discovered that strongly magnetic alloys were formed by the addition 
of aluminium to an alloy of 30$ manganese with 70$ copper. In 
this case the manganese helps in the development of magnetic
properties,which is exactly the opposite effect to that brought 
about by manganese in manganese steel. It is also worthy of note 
that both in manganese steel and in Heusler and similar alloys, the 
magnetism is very unstable, being very susceptible to heat (or cold) 
treatment.
In 1909 a joint paper by A.£. Ross and the author*
* .
(Ross and Gray, Proc. Roy. Soc. iidin., £9, 1909, 274)
gave results obtained by them of magnetometric tests made on alloys 
containing 62$ Gu, 25$ Hh, 13$ Al; 76$ Ou, 16$ flh, 8$ Al; and 
55$ Ou, 30$ Bh, 15$ Al, respectively, the atomic proportions of 
manganese and aluminium being approximately equal in the three 
alloys, while the atomic proportions of copper were 2, 4 and If 
times those of manganese and aluminium. The intensities of mag­
netisation for a field of 100 c.g.s. units were approximately 300,
19 and 8 respectively. Heusler and Richarz believed that these 
alloys were composed of
(*Heusler and Richarz. 2eit. T. Anorg. Chem. 61, 1909, 265) 
compounds of the type M^Al, where M represents an isomorphous 
mixture of copper and manganese. Ross and the author, however, 
suggested, in the light of certain tests made by the author and 
detailed below, that the magnetism of these alloys was due to the 
solid solution of manganese with the compound Cu Al, the manganese 
when in solution in this way having a critical temperature above 
ordinary temperatures. This theory has been since confirmed by 
Rosenhain and Lantsberry* in a peport
Rosenhain and lantsberry, Proc# Inst# Mech. Eng. 1910) 
of the Alloys Research Committee on the constitution of the 
ternary system copper - manganese - aluminium* These experimenters 
state that no evidence was found of the formation of any ternary 
compound and that if the view is acoepted that Cu^ Al is present 
in copper aluminium,alloys containing more than 8$ aluminium, then 
this compound is also present in the corresponding ternary alloys, 
hut in that case it holds manganese in solid solution* As the 
percentage of manganese is increased, the Cu^ Al will finally be­
come saturated with manganese, and the compound* Mn^ Al will probably 
be formed, in solution with other constituents# This compound is 
knowri^ o be magnetic, and possibly any magnetic effects shown in the 
ternary alloys which are rich in manganese are due to the presence
of Mn Al* Ho records are obtainable, however, of tests made on 
3
a series of alloys containing more than 30$ of manganese; the 
difficulty of obtaining satisfactory castings is great#
When working with Ross, the author found that an aluminium 
bronze containing about 10$ aluminium, could be given an appreciable
¥ r
residual magnetism, the value obtained for the intensity being 
*
(Ross and Gray; Proo. Roy* Soc# Edin#, 29, 1909,283) 
about 0*2 c#g#s. unit# It was decided to examine, if possible the 
whole copper aluminium binary syfctem. The author prepared and 
cast about forty alloys, most of them having less than 35$ alumin­
ium# The material used was the purest obtainable commercially, but 
probably contained a small fraction of one percent of impurity#
1 ai
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The alloys were normalised to remove any strain due to the casting,
were magnetised between the poles of a large electromagnet, in a
field of 4400 e.g.s. units, and the residual magnetism measured.
A oopper oasting had an intensity of*Q02f and the addition of
*•
aluminium increased this intensity to a maximum
(R.G. Gray, Proc. Hoy. Phil. doc. Glas., 1910 and 1912-)
*03 for 12*5$ aluminium, corresponding to the compound Gu^Al*
Be^onci this f>efcey\tA^e 2tluwtrrui<m the jbH r<*|>ic4 dtx<ve l"jf%
when OUgAl no longer exists, no magnetic effects coula be detected*
When manganese is added to Cu^Al it forms a solid solution with it,
in which the manganese tends to be in a magnetic state. The in­
i'
tensity of the residual magnetism obtained by Hoss and Gray for a 
copper-manganese - aluminium alloy containing 62$ Cu, 25$ Bn, 13$ Al
was about
t
(Hoss and Gray, Proc. Hoy. doc* Hdin., 29, 1909| 276)
7,while as stated above the residual magnetism obtained for Cu_Al 
* 3
for a very much larger magnetising fieldwas*03* It is possible that 
part of the magnetism is supplied by the Cu^ Al beooming more magnetic 
when in solution with manganese, but it seems likely that the 
hypothesis given above is correot, that the manganese when in sol­
ution with CUgAl becomes magnetio.
With a view to obtaining further information on the magnetio 
effect of manganese in ternary alloys, Hoss and the author* decided 
to examine a few chosen alloys of the ternary cooper-manganese-tin
system,
+-
(Hoss and Gray: Proc. Hoy. Soo. HdiB., 31, 1910, 85)
5 •
An alloy containing 70$ copper and 30$ manganese was made up, and 
to this were added quantities of tin, which gave finally the 
following alloys
TABLE !♦ ANALYSIS OF Cu ■ Mn ■ Sn ALLOYS TESTED,
: ! ' 1 
I Designation of Alloy. Ou Mn !
i i
3n
;___________ ;
14$ tin . 60* 2 25-1 : 14 • 1
16$ tin
1
58-7 24*5 16*1
18$ tin '57*6 23 *9 18 '0
30$ tin 49*2 20-4 | 29*8
38$ tin 43*4 18*1 j 38*0
48$ tin 36*4 15*0 I
J_  1
48-1
Thorough tests were made on these alloys after various standard 
heat treatments, hut it will be sufficient here to consider the 
magnetism of the castings when normalised, that is, exposed for 
a brief time to a moderately low heat and 8lonly cooled to ordinary 
temperature. The values obtained for the intensity of magnetis­
ation for a field of 100 o.g.s* units are given below in table 2:-
TABLK 2> DFTHMSITY OF MAGH ETI SAT I ON FOR A FiaLD OF 10Q o.g.s UElIfS.
Alloy
---
Intensity of Magnetisation at
_ 15* - 190°
14/6 tin 55 67
16^ tin 77 96
18/o tin 82 102
30/a tin 0 0
38/<> tin 96 96
48/o tin
..........
1 1
It will be seen that the alloys tested fall into two distinct 
groups, those containing less than 30/6 Sn, and those containing 
between 30 and 50/6 Sn, and that the two groups are different in 
that oodling to-190° increases the magnetism in the first group 
but not in the second. How copper and manganese form no com-
f r
pounds; copper and tin form one compound
(Heycock & Neville, Phil,. Trans., 202A, 1903, 1; Giolitti and 
Tavanti, Gazetta, 38, 1908, 209)
CUg Sn5 and perhaps Cu^ Strand CuSn; while manganese and tin form
t
Mn^ Bn and Mn^Sn, both of which are
(R.3. Williams, Zeit. fUr Anorg. Ohem., 55, 1907, 1)
magnetio, the former being the more strongly magnetic^
If we assume that 
(k. Honda, Berlin Ann. Physik, 32, 1906, 1003)
the magnetic properties are due to manganese in solution in copper 
tin alloys, we find maxima of magnetisation for about 53$ Ou, 47$ Sn, 
and 75$ Cu, 25$ Sn# These do not correspond to any of the known 
or suspected compounds of copper and tin* It may be of note here, 
however, that whereas in the copper aluminium series the author 
found distinct magnetic effects for Ou^ Al, no such effects were
obtained in tests on copper-tin alloys.
If on the other hand we assume that the percentage of man­
ganese is so large that manganese - tin constituents form the 
basis of these ternary alloys,'and that the copper is present mere­
ly in solid solution with these constituents, we find maxima of 
magnetisation when the manganese - tin constituents have compos­
itions about 33$ Hi, 67$ Sn, and 57$ Hi, 43$ Sn# The first of 
these corresponds to IflnSn, a compound of doubtful existence, the 
second to Mn^Sn, which does not exist. The 14$ tin alloy is 
nearest to 2dn^ Sn| which is the most magnetic alloy of the mangan­
ese - tin series, but the 16, 18 and 38$ tin alloys are all more
magnetic than the 14$ tin alloy; while the 30$ tin alloy, which
was non-magnetic, is nearest to MngSn, found by Williams to be 
magnetio#
Heither of these hypotheses leads to an explanation of the 
magnetic results obtained by us# So far as the author is aware, 
no investigation has been published of the structure of the ternary 
system Cu-Mn-Sn# It seems probable that much light may be thrown 
on the effect of manganese in alloys by a study of the magnetism
of a binary system, say Ou - Sn or Ou - Al to each alloy of whioh 
has been added the same amount, say 5$ or 10$, of manganese; and 
by a study of tho Ma - Sn and Mq - Al systems, to each alloy, of 
whioh 5$ or 10$ of copper has been added.
T M  MAGKRTISM OF A SERIES OP MAH OAK£1 SB STBRL3.
by
Robert 0* Gray, M«A.. B.So.. Leoturer in Mathematics 
and Physics in the University of Western Australia.
THE MAGNETISM Off A SERIES 03? MANGANESE STEELS by Robert 0, Gray.
M.A., B.Sc., Lecturer in Mathematics and Physios in the Univer­
sity of Western Australia.
SCOPE OP THE RESEARCH*
This paper gives the most striking results obtained in a 
research on manganese steel, carried, out by the author in the 
Natural Philosophy Institute at Glasgow University f Each 
specimen of a graded, series of Steels with increasing manganese 
content was tested when (a) annealed from 900° (b) quenched from 
450° (c) quenched from 900°• The specimen was put through mag­
netisation cycles (i) at room temperature (ii) at liquid air 
temperature (iii) again at room temperature.
PREVIOUS WORK.
A very large amount of work on manganese steels has been
' ¥e
carried out, mostly by Hadfield and Hopkinson. The steel used 
was generally commercial Hadfield manganese steel, containing 
about 12$ manganese and about lj$ of carbon. This steel when 
heated to 1000° and quenched in water is practically nonmagnetic, 
while slow annealing from a high temperature makes it magnetic 
and brittle, the maximum value of the magnetisation being about 
46$ of that in pure iron.
ic
(Hadfield and Hopkinson, Jottrn. Iron & Steel Inst. 89 (l), 1914, 
106)
M 2 m
Variation in the annealing gives variation in magnetic properties# 
Further, it was noticed by Hadfield in 1905 that a partially
ik-
annealed (Hadfield, Jottr. Iron & Steel Inst. 67,1905, 198) 
specimen became more magnetic after being cooled to the temper­
ature of liquid air.
A similar transformation of much larger degree has been known
•f*
to take place in nickel steels containing about 19/4 of nickel 
(Hopkinson, Proc. Hoy; Soc. 1890, 47, 158). As the percentage 
of nickel in carbon steel increased from zetto, the temperature 
at which the steel becomes nonmagnetic decreases from 760°for 0^ 4 
Hi to 0° for about 27/4 Hi. Above this transformation the steel 
consists mainly of austenite, so that quenching from a high 
temperature results in the steel being in the non-magnetio 
austenitic condition; cooling below zero tends to recrystallise 
the steel in a magnetic form. It will be seen below that the 
author has found this effect in steels containing from 3 to 10>4 
manganese, the results in the case of a steel containing 6*5^ 
of manganese being particularly striking.
SPaOIMEHS USiSD.
Steels, used had the following percentage#
Compositions
fable 1. Analysis of manganese steels used.
Specimen Mn 0 Si S P
A 0*20 0-80 0-10 0-020 0-012
B 1*32 0-58 0-19 0-019 0-017
C 2*57 0-70 0-21 0-020 0-022
D 6*50 0-71 0-36 0*020 0-036
ill 9*87 0«75 0*44 0-021 0-051
F 12-51 0-60 0-51 0-020 0-060
The results given below for speoimen A, containing 0*20^ Mn 
were obtained by Dr s. J.G. Gray & A.B. Ross, and are added in 
this paper for comparison with the results obtained from the 
other alloys.
The steels were forged into the form of cylinders, about 
£0*5 cms# long, and about one cm. in diameter.
A STBKL OOKTAIDIKG 0»20^ MADG.13RSR.
The values obtained by Gray and Ross for the intensity 
of magnetisation of this steel under different fields are given 
below:-
TABLiS £.0*20/0 MAD GAD 11 SB STRKL.
H '
Annealea frcfyn 900°? r i^|enched from 450° quenched from £o0
15° -190° ’ 15° - 190° 15° - 190°
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 160 105 135 95 42 30
£0 460 350 ' 450 350 92 72
50 830 760 830 750 335 264
LOO 1050 996 1040 1000 740 660
L50 1150 1115 1150 1115 900 850
It will be seen that quenching from 450°puts the steel into a state 
almost exactly the same as that after annealing from 900°• Also* 
at low temperatures the steel is less magnetic than at ordinary
for K
temperatures, the decrease in I to=4 • 100 being about 5jo for the 
annealed state and about 10^ for the state of the steel when quench­
ed from 900°. In all cases, Gray and Ross found that the magnetic 
properties of the steel at room , temperature were unchanged by the
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immersion in liquid air,
B» STSEL OCBTAIBIMG 1*32* MAKGAflESE.
This steel was annealed from 900° put through a hysteifsis 
cycle at room temperature, cooled to liquid air temperature and 
tested, and tested finally at room temperature after the cooling.
In all cases, before the tost cycle was taken the specimen was 
thoroughly demagnetised to remove any sensitive state. Also, the 
specimen remained in the same position in the magnetometed through­
out the tests.
The results obtained for the intensity of magnetisation of 
the annealed specimen are given below:-
Table 3* 1»32^ Manganese steel annealed from 900°
H Tested at 
15°
Tested at 
- 190 0
Tested at 
15°
0 0 0 0
10 140 135 95
20 460 425 380
30 890 840 845
100 1090 1080 1050
150 1180 1210 1160
The intensity of magnetisation is less at - 190° for fields up 
to 100 ogs. units, than at 15°, and for stronger fields is greater* 
Retesting at 15° shows that the specimen has been slightly affeoted 
by the cooling, the magnetisation being now slightly less than be­
fore for fields up to 150 cgs. unite. Compared with the correspond­
ing 0*20/® alloy, this alloy is slightly more magnetic.
n buh
quenching at 450u the specimen in a slightly different
state to that after annealing from 900°• Thu following are the 
readings
Table 4* l*32/£ manganese steel quenched from 450°
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° fietested at 15°
0 0 0 0 .
10 160 80 90
20 435 330 380
50 860 780 840
100 1100 1050 1070
150 1210 1160 1160
The intensity of magnetisation at - 190° is always less than that 
at 15°9 for the same field; on reheating the specimen recovers 
part of the loss, hut there is a permanent loss due to the im­
mersion in liquid air, as in the case of the specimen annealed 
from 900°.
Huenohing from 900° alters the magnetic properties of this 
1*32$ Bn alloy. The table
Table 5* 1*32^ manganese steel quenched from 900° •
H Tested at 15°. Tested at - 190°. Ketested at 15°.
0 0 0 0
10 35 35 50
20 85 85 110
50 410 325 465
100 870 810 930
150 980 960 1020
gives the intensities of magnetisation for various fields. The 
values are less than in the case of the annealed specimen.
In this case, as before, cooling to - 190° reduces the intensity 
of magnetisation for moderate fields, though there are indicat­
ions that for higher fields the intensity at -190° is greater 
than at 15°• When the specimen was retested at 15°, there was 
found a considerable permanent effect, the specimen being now 
more magnetio than formerly* the greatest increase, about 40$ 
being for low fields# This is the transformation noticed by 
Hadfield. The steel is still, less magnetic than fes the anneal­
ed specimen.
Compared with the 0*20$ Bh alloy, the 1*32$ Bh alloy is 
slightly more magnetic.
Q. STKHL CONTAIN IKCr 2*57$ MAN OAK IS SB.
The corresponding values of 1 and H for this steel in the 
annealed state are given in the table below:-
Table 6. 2*57$ manganese steel annealed from 900°.
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Retested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 35 40 40
20 90 125 140
50 460 570 590
100 770 890 910
150 910 1020 1020
The steel is more magnetic at low temperatures than at ordinary 
temperatures; retesting at room temperatures shows a permanent 
increase in the magnetisation due to cooling to - 190°. The 
percentage increase is greatest, as in the 1*32$ Mh alloy, for 
low fields, the maximum increase being about 55$ for H * 20.
Ordinary steel is generally less magnetic at low temperatures 
than at room temperatures; in the case of the 2 * 5 7 manganese 
steel the increase on cooling is due, as will he seen later, to 
a permanent transformation having already set in.
When the 2*57/<> Mn steel is quenched from 450° we get the 
following results:-
Tahle 7. 2*57Jo manganese steel quenched from 450°
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Hetested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 35 55 40
20 100 160 105
50 480 605 485
100 750 910 760
150 885 1030 890
Cooling to - 190° increases the magnetisation, this oooling has 
only a very slight permanent effectj
When this alloy is quenched from 900°, however, the liquid 
air transformation is very marked. This will De apparent from 
tahle g ; —
Tahle 8* 2*57ji manganese steel quenched from 900o#
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Hetested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 30 35 35
20 75 75 85
00 245 260 355
100 510 595 720
150 690 780 880
The magnetisation iis increased by cooling to - 190°, and increases 
still more when the specimen is warmed again to room temperature. 
It should be noted that the percentage increase is greatest for 
about a field of 50 cgs. units; ana this percentage increase 
gradually decreases as the field increases. It seems probable 
that the steel has the same saturation value in the two states, 
approaching it more rapidly for moderate fields after cooling to 
- 190°.
D. 3TEBL OOM'JAIKmS 6-50/0
This alloy is extremely unstable. After any considerable
heating it is comparatively weakly magnetic; a small amount of
cooling below 0° brings about a very considerable increase in the
intensity of magnetisation for a given field. The specimen
annealed from 900° gave the following readings:-
Table 9. 6*50^ manganese steel annealed from 900°•
H Tested at 15°. Tested at - 190°. Hetested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 5 EE E8
EO 14 59 77
50 67 E10 340
100 139 465 580
150 175 590 685
The magnetisation increases very considerably when the specimen is 
cooled in liquid air; there is a further increase when the 
specimen is reheated to ordinary temperatures. The transformation 
caused by the immersion in liquid air has increased the intensity
of magnetisation for low fields to 5£ times its previous value,
and for higher fielas to 4 times its previous value.
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This alloy was the most unstable of those tested, as will be seen 
when the several alloys are compared later.
Similar results were obtained for the steel when quenched 
from 450°:-
Table 10. 6«50;fo manganese steel quenched from 450°I
H Tested at 15°. Tested at - 190° Retested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 8 34 37
20 23 65 85
50 109 220 350
100 185 520 590
150 230 620 700
The steel is more magnetic than in the annealed state but the 
general results are the same, viz:- a large increase on cooling 
to - 190° and a further increase on reheating to ordinary temper­
atures.
When the specimen was quenched from 900°f the steel was in 
almost the same condition as when quenched from 450°, i.e. the rate 
of cooling from 900° to 450° has little effect on the miorostructure:
Table 11. 6*50$ manganese steel quenched from 900°,
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Retested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 11 24 46
20 26 58 102
50 106 . 240 378
100 182 495 610
150 215 620 720
-  10 -
It will be noticed, that the quenched specimen is more magnetic 
than the annealed specimen both before and after the transformation* . 
The percentage increase in the magnetic intensity is less for the 
quenched specimen than for the annealed specimen, being about 320$ 
for low fields and 230$ for high fields, the corresponding figures 
for the annealed specimen, being 460 and 300 respectively.
S T & a  OOKTABHKO 9 * 6 7 $  MAROAliaSifi*
This specimen when annealed at 900° was almost non magnetic, 
the intensity of magnetisation being less than unity for a field 
of 200 cgs. units; immersion in liquid air did not increase the 
magnetisation to afc. measurable value*
When quenched from 450°, the specimen became slightly more 
magnetic, sufficiently for the following results to be obtained*-
Table 12.-* 9«87$ manganese* steel quenched from 450°*^
—
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Retested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 0-6 1*7 3*0
20 1*1 3*5 6*4
50 3-7 11*2 20*0
100 5*5 24*8 39*6
150 6*9 35* 1 50*0
200 8*0 41*3 57*5
Here the aotual increase in intensity of magnetisation is small, but 
the percentage inorease is larger than for any of the previous alloys;
it varies from 400 to 600$* In the case of the alloys of lower
manganese content, the percentage increase is a maximum for H about
50 cgs. units, but in this case the maximum occurs for Jf s200 units,
or larger.
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The percentage increase is still greater when the specimen 
is quenched from 900°.
Tahle 13. 9 . 8 7 / d  manganese steel quenched from 900°,
H Tested at 15°, Tested at - 190°. Hetested at 15°
0 0 0 0*0
10 0*1 2*5 4.0
20 0*9 5*4 8*5
50 3*7 16*9 27*4
100 7*5 37*2 57*2
150 9*2 51*6 71*8
200 9*9 61*2 . 82*5
The specimen is more magnetic when quenched from 900° than 
when quenched from 450°t and the increase after cooling to - 
190° is now at least seven times the initial magnetisation,
g. aiaa. CCKIAIIiDSG I£'51)tt gAHSAKSSlil.
This steel contains approximately the same percentage of 
manganese as Hadfield manganese steel, hut the amount of 
o«rhon present is much smaller. The specimen when annealed 
at 900° was, like the 9*87/$alloy, too feehly magnetic to he 
tested. When quenched from 450°f it was found to have a 
measurable intensity of magnetisation.
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Table 14. 12*51$ manganese Steel quenched from 450°,
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Retested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 0*1 0*1 0*1
20 0.3 0.3 0*3
50 1*2 1*2 1*7
100 2*3 2*5 2*85
150 2*6 2*9 3*2
200 2*8 3/1 3*4
We have here a feebly magnetic alloy, more magnetic at - 190° 
than at 15°, and undergoing a transformation by the cooling, 
the intensity ofmagnetisation being increased about 20$, a small 
percentage inorease compared with previous alloys.
quenching from 900° increases the magnetisation, which is 
still, however, very feeble.
Table 15* 12.51$ manganese steel quenched from_900o.______
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Retested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 . 0*15 0* 2 0*2
20 0*4 0*4 0*45
50 1*65 1*5 1*8
100 2#6 2-6 2*9
150 2*9 3*0 i 3*3
200 3*1 | 3*3 j 3«6
Oooling to - 190° brings a slight increase, for large fields
at least; heating again to ordinary temperatures shows a permanent
- 13 -
increase in the magnetisation of the order of 10/£• The 
quantities are all small, "being less than a half percent of the 
corresponding quantities for low car "bon steel without manganese* 
agffifiOT OP VARYING TH-; P3SRQi T AGrj-j OF ivhUIGAllSSK*
Por comparison of the results for the different alloys, 
tahle "below gives the intensity of magnetisation corresponding 
to a field of 100 cgs* unit^, for each specimen in the annealed 
state, and when quenched from 900°.
Tahle 16* Intensity of magne M i  sation for a field of lOOcgs. units*
$ Mn Annealed at 900°
Quenched from 900°*
Before oooling after cooling Before cooling after cooling
0*20 1050 1050 740 740
1*32 1090 1050 870 930
2 • 57 770 910 510 720
6*50 i*e 580 182 610
9*87 7*5 57*2
12*51 2*6 2*9
The first small percentages of manganese improve the magnetic 
properties of the steel, probably merely by acting as a flux and 
removing from the iron any oxide that may he present. The 1*32^ 
manganese steel shows a slight instability, especially in the 
quenched specimen. The largest change in the intensity of magneti* 
sation is shown by the 6*50^ alloys, the largest percentage change 
by the 9*87^alloys.
TKMPERATU3S OF TRAfl SPOLIATION »
The temperature of which the transformation takes place when
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the steel is oooled was investigated# The above results give 
merely the transformation due to cooling to liquid air temperature. 
The 6*50$ manganese steel was reannealed at 900° and tested at 15°• 
This specimen when previously cooled by liquid air, had its in­
tensity of magnetisation increased by about 300$. It was immersed 
in ioe for 18 hours and retested. The magnetisation had increased 
by 44$, showing that the transformation is not sudden# It is 
known that other physical properties, be sides ipagnetic, of mangan­
ese steels are altered in the transformation, and we have here a 
steel whose structure is changing as the steel is cooled to 0°0. 
Such a steel would therefore be untrustworthy in any position 
requiring constant physical properties. Cooling the alloy 
further to - 12° increased the intensity by about 12$ more#
The 3*57$ manganese steel, which had shown a 20$ transfor­
mation, gave similar indications of the transformation having 
begun at 0°C, the increase in intensity of magnetisation being 
about 8$
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TRAfl SPORMATICK m  HIGH GARB ON STEEL.
The presence of manganese in steel tends to keep the iron 
in the non magnetic austenitic state, and the greater the percent­
age of manganese the more stable is this state. It seems possible 
that if a steel were heated to a high temperature and quenched 
sufficiently rapidly, so as to keep the structure mainly austenite, 
the steel would undergo a similar transformation on cooling to
low temperatures. A steel containing 1*64$ of carbon was there-
o
fore quenched from the temperature of melting copper, about 1100 , 
thoroughly magnetised and demagnetised to remove the sensitive 
state (which waa considerable), tested at room temperature, tested 
at liquid air temperature, and retested at room temperaturet 
The following table gives the resuits:-
TABLE 17. 1>64$ carbon steel quenched from 1100°.
H Tested at 15° Tested at - 190° Retested at 15°
0 0 0 0
10 20 20 25
20 50 40 55
50 150 130 195
100 360 340 490
150 480 510 630
200 530 605 690
These figures show that the transformation has taken place, the
high carbon steel when quenched from 1100° being in an unstable
To
state corresponding^that of the manganese steels described above.
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SUMMARY .
1* Steels containing 0*20, 1*32, 2*57, 6*50, 9*87, and 
12*50^ manganese have been tested magnetically, before ana after 
immersion in liquid air.
2% The magnetic properties decrease rapidly with increased 
manganese content beyond 1*32^* Steel containing 9*d7/o or more 
of manganese is practically nonmagnetic.
3* The loss of magnetism is due to the manganese causing 
the retention of the austenitio structure of the iron.
4. Steels containing 2*57, 6*50 and 9*87$ manganese, 
when cooled from 900°, are in an unstable state, cooling to 0° 
or lower causing a permanent increase in the magnetism of the 
steel. The increase in the intensity of magnetisation is most 
marked in the case of the f t m a n g a n e s e  steel, being from 140 
to 580 for a field of 100 o.g.s. units after the steel has been 
immersed in liquid air.
5* A similar unstable state has been found in a steel 
oontaining 1*64/6 carbon, when quenched from 1100°t the intensity 
of magnetism being increased, after cooling to - 190° and re­
warming to room temperature, from 360 to 490 for a field of 100 
ogs. units*
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dhlle serving a*> Instructor Lieutenant la the Royal Saw?, 
the art tar was employed, during the latter souths of the war, 
on experiasnt&l work la ooaaeetloa with wire lees telegraphy and 
telephony at &«1U Signal Sohool, Portsaouth, and la the oourse 
of an attempt to design an effective wireless telephone set of 
low power had oeeasioa to try varies* circuits, aooe of the* 
new* ▲ record of eooe of these results la gives below, hat 
owing to the eeafldentlal aetsre of the work only a general 
Indication ef the advantages and disadvantages of each elrealt 
eaa he given*
The essence of wire leas telephony la that oontlnaoms waves 
are generated hy an are or hy a thermionic valve, and the aapli- 
tade or the frequency of the waves is sod slated at speeoh fre­
quency* Reception Is oarried oat by any standard net hod of 
rectification without oscillation! if the receiving aet were 
oscillating, the continuous wave carrying the speech weald he 
heterodyned, so that a varying heat note would he heard with 
the speeeh*
- £ -
The fundamental oscillating oirouit for a valYe la shown 
below in flgore 1:-
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The tuned circuit IjQi, is P^ noed between the grid and the filamenty 
and a second circuit g^Gg tuned to the same frequency is placed 
between the anode and the filament; these two circuits are coupled 
together between Lg and L£# a slight oscillation in the grid 
circuit causes a larger oscillation in the anode circuit, and if 
the coupling between and Lg is properly arranged the anoAm 
oscillations may be sent back into the grid oirouit by this coup­
ling , in phase with the grid oscillations# which are thus sustained^  
She anode and filament batteries hare been omitted from figure 1; 
they alter the oirouit only in detail* The condenser Ct may be
omitted, or the condenser C say be emitted* The presence of both
£
to time the two circuits tends to make the oscillations more per­
manent when being modulated* The two condensers Cf and 0g9 in 
series may be replaced by a single condenser C between grid and 
anode; the oscillating oirouit is now fLj+1 ) 0* These circuit*
M
*
nay fee fwDtor n tm lti and aUfeortUI; the o ln tit oho— for 
(Sit 1»|L SftWlliM, Pree* last* Sallo £ng*, 4, If  18, M)
«&rol«H tilip lu ti deptodi to seme «xt«l on the method of aed- 
tlatiw  iMd.
to ooapli the nlerophono to the root of the circuit, on 
iron - cored transformer vao a bo 8 la several oaooo; it  la wall 
known, horn ver, that an iroa-eorod transformer Alotorto opoooh 
to some extent, giving the typical metolllo sounds hoarA in 
moot land telephone receiver** She author found that In the 
reception of wireless telephony, on Iron ooared tranaformer amplifier 
(often called a note magnifier), he a idea feeing noisy and oeaaitlvft 
a£ atmospherics did not give oaoh dean speech ao a radio frequency 
tranaformer amplifier, or a reoiotance * oapaoltjr - coupled ampli­
fier* Wherever pooaifele, it  woo feand feet ter to couple the 
miorephone to the net toy an air cored tranaformer ar fey a condemns**
Por efficiency it  la essential that the amplitude of the 
continuous wave ahould fee modulated aa amah aa pooaifele fey the 
speech oscillations* this therefore requires ad just meat of the 
elreuit so that, among ether things, the minimum amplitude produced 
1m the continuous wave fey the speech modulation should fee the midfe» 
required to sustain the oscillations* If the modulation is 
tee strong the oao illation a will stop, and an appreciable Interval 
of time will elapse before the oscillations start up again* She 
speech transmit ted under these conditions will therefore fee broken*
the Mifeaii of applying the speech ooolHotlono to the eon- 
Itatw  itVH «op to separated into three groups;-*
the three aethode will to considered la turn*
BDSBLaTIOB o r  QMS g a iD  VOLTAG&#
Protatly the staplest circuit is that shown iu figure
Boro wo taro tho tuned aoriol fhming the anode oirovlt, while the 
grid oiroalt ooaprlsoa a roaotloa coil, ;hs secondary of tho aiare- 
phoap transforaer, aad generally a potoatloaetor (mot ihno)/ la the 
alorophoao oirouit a carroat la flowing froa a tottery of froa 4 to 
40 volts, depend log on tho pattern of alorophoao # and this oarroat la
(a) aodalatloa of tho grid voltage.
(t) aodalatloa of tho anode toItsgo.
(o) Tar lot ion of the resistanoc of the oaolllatlng oiroalt*
V. J
Is sodalatad lqr ftfUtioos is th* resistanos of tho aierephes* whoa 
speeoh is dlreetod 1st* it* tho snot* yoltag* is eapplled st tho 
potato aarfced B, the negative being ooaneetod to earth aad to th* 
fitgatla (or soaetlaes th* positive) of the fllaasst batWrf A* If 
it is sot advisable to *arth this negative lead, as additional alere- 
farad ©ondenoer aajr h* inserted at t o  foot of tho aerial, thas:-
To aeriAl
• +
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It often haffsaa that th* generator supplying th* anode potential 
has th* a ^ a t i n  terminal ©©asiderablj oegatlY* relative to earths 
Xs that ease it i^better to eoaaeot as sheas ia figars 4:-
Z12M.1*
+
M i |  tjm grid t in t it  If  patting t aool«M«r so rose the
r«Mtioft Mil •UiiliMi the OMilUtl^iii, profit thi M«|Ui| 
t e i w w  tide ftimit and I M  «&oit circuit i« prepcrlp adjusted*
It  v ill be seen that the effect of the a lorophone is to varp 
the grid potent!*!, and through it the anode - aerial oar rent* I f  
no plot the aerial current against grid potential, we obtain a a or we 
somewhat of the shape of that shown in 21 gore &:#>
the adjustment we require is that which glees the greatest ohange 
in the amplitude of the aerial oscillations, sad therefore the groat* 
eat change in the aerial current, for a glean ahaage of grid potential* 
It  will be seen froa the curve that the seen grid potential should he 
ad justed to correspond to the point 3 (or I)  on the cures* adjust* 
aunt for P will giro the marinas aerial current, hat the possible 
modulation is aggllfthle* A good ladleation of the grid potential 
adjustment is that the aerial current should remain unchanged wham the 
operator speaks into the mlcrophane* The aerial current mill drop 
i f  the adjustment is too near P; it  will rise, with apeeoh, when the 
adjustment la too uear T* further, the coupling of the ml grapheme 
should be adjusted so that for a given strength of apeeoh the serial
Miams s*
Grid Rt(%vi('iAl
AeriaJ
Current
+•
n r m l  mill easy J*s* within the u m t ^ e  P and f • Xf the coupling 
la tea smell, snip a small variation of aerial oar rent takes place,
and the set is working inefficiently* Xf tho coupling is tso large, 
the paint P will he passed and the apeeoh distorted, or the point T 
will he reached when the see 111st lone will stop and start, and the 
apeeoh will he broken* The usual microphone transformer dode not 
allow sf variation of coupling; a suitable microphone must be ehossm 
and the voltage of the microphone battery varied to give the best 
effect.
It may be worthy of note here that several endeavours have boon 
made to carry on two - way wireless telephony on the same wavs and 
with one aerial at eaeh station, by working in the neighbourhood of f « 
known as tho "threshold,” for reception the aerial must mot be eeell*i 
latiag, and the grid potential was adjusted so that tho sot was on tbs 
point of oscillation# The incoming signals were not strong enough bo 
start the oscillations, so that reoeption was possible, though iaeff- 
ioient; the aerial started oscillating whan the operator spake late 
the microphone* This method failed, as the speech was broimn# 
then the speech gave an increase in positive potential to the grid, 
that part of the speech was missed as the set was not oscillating; 
the parts of the speech that gave negative impulses to the grftd were 
net all transmitted, for oscillations did not set in until a point 
9 of the grid potential was reached*
a a m t s i m  or tas a o m  tomaas.
I* tills MtlMl tfca ant—  la Mlilttel k; y i r t  b y i l M ,
ami Hit m i l l s  li rmrlatloma of th« stplilais of the sasiXUUsw* 
The sU^lssI tmugsMnI, if it wore practicable v would k  to supply si 
the anode roltage fra* the microphone circuit* The fallowing circuit 
woo telstlli triad, s fftlv» being mood which oscillated Tory readily*
noros d*
The speech *00 poooed through a low frequency amplifier, m &  tho 
resultant potential, obomt ii vftlt«f « s  passed 0* to tho anode if 
*oo*o of an iro* oorod tran of omor* Tho secondary of thlo tOane- 
former lo 1* parallel with the aerial inductance hmt 00 lto lad mot* 
aaee mmo Tory large eoapored with tho aortal inductance, tho offoot 
on the turning of the oiroult mao email* 91th thlo olromlt, ao woo 
to ho expected, broken apeeoh woe tranomltted; only that portion of 
the opooeh wao oeat out which fere sufficient poaltlTO mode Toltage 
to otort up and auatain tho osoll let lens * Thao looo than half of
tho apeeoh wao transmit tod* What Is required Initially la mm 
oaolllatlag set, capable of modulation within tho llmiths of oscill­
ation, and tho olromlt just doaerlbed did not fulfil those ooadltloao* 
Seweral olremlta are in practical mao in klok two waltas, amo 
a power or t ran omitting tuIt o, the other a modulating Talwc, are
vail* flm two anode potentialo t n  generally, wot always,
supplied fro* the saai eeaooe* n o  tmoditliag talfi lo conn ee ted 
to eme of tho osatl oaelllating eIrealto; tho microphone io coupled to 
tho grid of tho modulating nlit« €00 ouoh olroait io ohemn io figure 
T:-
H9PBB T.
iiwnfwwo^. ^  i-
fho oIrealt for tho light bond vsli» lo tho oool 11ating circuit ohowa 
la figure £, with 0 tuned grid olrooit* fho loft hand volte la not 
oooilXotlng; tho grid lo nodolotod by tho mierepheae, tho adjustment 
of tho grid potentiometer (mot ahown) being to tho point of nawlmaa 
oXopo of tho grid potential - ooodo oorront oharaeterloile of tho 
vmlvo* fho too m*ode potontlolo oro supplied from tho oaoo high 
pOtootlaX oouroo B« Modulation of the grid potential of the loft 
hand valve bring a about modulation of the anode potential of the ammo 
valve, and therefore of tho power valve, ao a ehoho ooll in th&
10
positive lead il the I eopplp prevent* the apeeoh aadilftU^at f r a  |«iB| 
U «t m |« fht note poteiiUl of the IrnniiUog itlvo io tkn 
vsriol, nod to U e  amplitade of tho oo&Uftuott ttfo oscillations 
varied* hojastaent of tin power of tho microphone io neoessarp oo lo 
previous otttt, n d  ad^utaeot of tho toote potential to poialt of 
•odalaUot vast also ho ndo*
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fho olrooit shown in figure 7 map he Modified in may waft* In 
tho dltgna tho positive terminal of the anode eapplp is oaa&eeted 
throngh a eheke ooil to earth* It map he preferable to eoonoot tho 
negati'*e terminal to earth, or it map ho alreadp earthed* In amah 
a ease the choke ooil la removed from the positive to the negative 
lead of the B suppip, and a large oondenser inserted at tho test 
of the aerial* fhe eirooit than he feme a that ahoam la flgare Bt-
n « w « «
(]
J
m
the spoeeh MillUtlflfta 6i»«t variations la ioltag« «  the first
grid relative to the n U a n t »  aid therefore farUtlo&s in the ait- 
«gt of tie first anode aid bones sf tla seoo&d anode* Tho sitoko soli 
prevents tho so oscillations froa passing through tho B supply oiroult* 
Another eirouit that has boon suggested is shown in figure 9s*
loro use is ssds of the split indnots&eo eiremit* in whieh tho 
osoillstiag sirs nit is plaood hotsooa tho aaodo sad tho grid* aid tho 
ladoeta&oe is ssparatod into tiro parts hf a oonds&sor in ordor to 
allsv aisdo voltage to he applied* fho aiorsphene traasfsraar is 
osaneotod as Suss in tho negative load {or la tho positive load) sf 
the aaodo supply* this olrooit oaoillates Tory readily* sad ssasstasa%4 
ly a| greater aodolatioa* without danger of stopping the ess illations* 
soeas possible* tt sill bo aotiosd that tho oooondary sf the nlo- 
rephone trmasforasr is shorted* through tho B generator, by a ooa- 
de&sor* so that tho oapaoity of this oondonser suit be kept email* 
Several attoapts by the author to got efficient results froa this 
airs ait hast* however* failed*
tabiiti«  or ga8 aaai3'fA»cs ojt.mk mqxxjuhpo oibcjit*
thm al apis at method in this oaaa in to pat tlM a t m n g h m m ilrnt* 
1| In thm social, as ihom in figure lOj-
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fho olorapioae root It  #f fairly U« rttitUAot* Xm| lav $m mt aoto 
of m t type art la aat, and flv t tltaa apooeh* f it  «|U tal« t f  
tho ralidtA «am la tXUrtl d irttilf if  tho varltUoss la l i t  yt* 
aiataaoo of Um alorophoao* fho efflolonoj of aaoh a sot Itfta la  
lor self on lit  t lt it t  t f  a aoltftllt aleropho&o far t it  atrial in aat9 
ad t it  Im aaltttd ytttr> As a ll tie aortal eorroat fcaata tlrtaal 
tho atoropfcoae, the aUrtpltat anat io of lav realatanoe, and apooial 
oierophoaea aaoi io oaa« if  the power la at a ll large* Plataat 
•aatfll la iapoovilla*« l*o* Ua speaker aaat io f«rj olaso io tho 
aortal* aa oaf aapaaitf iaiaaoa tie aiarophoae load a will allow tia 
high frefaoaey to paao through it  instead of through the aleraphoao*
A alight If different olrooit eon tela* tho aleraphoao io tho grid 
or aaoio aval Hating olrooit* An ozaaplo lo ahooo in flgaro lit*
13 .
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7hli olreait is sot so effective ss tho last* It has all its object* 
loss, sis* no adjnst^nt of tho aitrophn* coupling, lt|i9«iUltl| of 
distant control, llaltatlon to low poser, sad has the farther objection 
that tho slorephone is in tho o so II 1st las olromlt of tho Tales sad 
theroforo provosts tho Tales froa oscillating frwl|, and also altars 
tho ssto longttu
for las poser mirolsso telephony trananl oslan tho olrooit shosn 
in figure If lo easeedlftgly aaofml*
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The only difference between this circuit and that shown in figure 10 
is that tho miorophone is now coupled to tho aerial instead of being 
in series with it* This coupling permits of muoh greater efficiency* 
as will be indicated below* This method of coupling the microphone 
was used by Poulsen in the early experiments between Copenhagen and 
Berlin* The microphone circuit inserts an effeotive reaotanoe in the 
aerial* and the author found that best results were obtained by adding 
a Tariable condenser to the microphone circuit* and tuning this circuit 
to the transmitted wave* The impedance in the microphone circuit is 
then the resistance of the miorophone* and the effect of this on the 
aerial circuit can be controlled by adjustment of the coupling* In 
order to adjust the set* the following is the best procedure. She 
microphone oirouit should be left open* and the tuning of the aerial 
adjusted to give maximum current in the aerial* The miorophone oirouit 
should now be closed and coupled loosely to the aerial; the mioroph* 
one condenser should be adjusted to give minimum aerial current* that 
is* to make a maximum tho effeotiTO resistance introduoed into the 
aerial by the miorophone oirouit* for a given coupling* The coupling 
should now be adjusted until the value of the aerial current is a little 
more than half the value of the aerial current when the miorophone 
oirouit was open* Speaking into the miorophone should now alter the 
aerial emrrsnt between its maximum value and a small value* If the 
aerial current oeases the coupling is too tight* This oirouit was 
found by the author to give great offioienoy when handling small power* 
It is not adapted for high power transmission *and has the groat object* 
ion that distant oontrol is impossible*
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Several circuits have been tried in which the anode - filament 
resistance of a second valve is connected across the oscillating circuit 
and this resistance is varied by modulation of the grid potential of 
this second valve* k typical circuit is shown in figure 13:-
glGOSJB 13*
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fhe anode-filament oirouit of valve ?£ represents a resistance of tho 
order of 100000 ohms connected across the oscillating oirouit of valve 
?£• The grid potential of Tg is modulated by means of a miorophone 
transformer, and this the auod.-fiXa-nt r.eletanc. of 7g l. 
varied* This method was found to work well with low powers; and it 
seems likely that high powers oould be easily controlled in this way* 
The oirouit permits of disWnt control*
Tarious attempts to eliminate iron - oores from the miorophone 
coupling have been made* In the circuits shown above in figure 10,11, 
1£, no Iron-cored transformers are used, but these circuits do not 
permit of distant control, as high frequency currents pass through tho
16
miorophone in each, case* Oapaoity coupling has bean tried and found 
Tory useful* An example of the miorophone connections is shown in 
figure 14:-
fhe miorophone oirouit contains a resistance B^, equal to that of the 
miorophone* Variations in the resistance of the miorophone oaase 
variations in the potential drop across these are passed on to
tho grid of a modulating valve, which controls tho oscillations of a 
power valve as detailed above* The condenser 0 should be of largo 
capacity; is merely a grid leak, to prevent accumulation of neg­
ative electricity on the grid* If it is necessary, the speech may 
be increased to any required amplitude by being passed through a 
series of valves connected in cascade by resistance - oapaoity coup­
lings, the last valve being used as a control or modulating valve* 
fho author found such an arrangement gave clean, clear speech, most 
of, if not all, the voice tones being transmitted* The strength of 
signal transmitted was generally lower than that transmitted by similar 
valves when the microphone transformer was iron-cored*
c
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